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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Entrex Carbon Market launches the
“Carbon Offset Registration and Sales Program”
Boca Raton, Fl. November 11, 2020: The Entrex Carbon Market is proud to announce the launch
of the Entrex “Carbon Offset Registration and Sales Program” for owners of timber properties.
“The Covid Pandemic, for some reason, has brought us a multitude of land owners with significant
unlocked carbon offset projects – but without the resources to Register, Verify, Mint and Sell them”
said Stephen H. Watkins, CEO of Entrex Carbon Market. “These can be daunting projects but by
helping them unlock hundreds of millions of offsets annually the land owners and the Entrex Carbon
Market become partners for 100 years” he continued.
“Entrex offers these Carbon Offset producers not only the ability to create up to 100 years of revenue
from their offsets – but a simple ‘turn-key’ – and sometimes cash-free – solution to sell their offsets
globally” said Thomas Harblin of Equity Match Inc.”.
Paul D. Landrew, CEO of UNSS, which is merging with the Entrex Holding Company (EHCo, LLC)
(OTC:UNSS), suggests “Watkins has consistently led industries which simplify global logistic
challenges. Entrex’s Carbon Registration and Sales Program offers global teams a simple solution
which creates recurring revenue to their organization”.
About Entrex:
The Entrex Carbon Market was founded to offer corporate entities a place to buy, sell and retire Carbon
Offsets across a regulatory compliant trading platform. The Entrex Carbon Market’s intellectual
properties and blockchain enabled technologies are licensed from the Entrex Holding Company which
has built and proven its IBM’s Domino and Hyperledger technology platforms over 19 years. Entrex
partners and licenses various niche oriented alternative trading platforms building global markets to
trade niche private securities.
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